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This paper addresses the problem of 3D face recognition using simultaneous sparse approximations on
the sphere. The 3D face point clouds are first aligned with a fully automated registration process. They
are then represented as signals on the 2-sphere in order to preserve depth and geometry information.
Next, we implement a dimensionality reduction process with simultaneous sparse approximations and
subspace projection. It permits to represent each 3D face by only a few spherical functions that are able
to capture the salient facial characteristics, and hence to preserve the discriminant facial information.
We eventually perform recognition by effective matching in the reduced space, where linear discriminant
analysis can be further activated for improved recognition performance. The 3D face recognition algo-
rithm is evaluated on the FRGC v.1.0 data set, where it is shown to outperform classical state-of-the-art
solutions that work with depth images.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Automatic recognition of human faces is an actively researched
area, which finds numerous applications such as surveillance, au-
tomated screening, authentication or human–computer interaction.
The face is an easily collectible, universal and non-intrusive biomet-
ric signal [1], which makes it ideal for applications where other bio-
metrics such as fingerprints or iris scanning are not possible.

There has been a considerable progress in the area of 2D face
recognition where intensity/color images of human faces are em-
ployed. However, these systems are sensitive to illumination, pose
variations, occlusions, facial expressions and make-up. On the other
hand, recognition systems based on 3D face information have the
potential for greater recognition accuracy and are capable of over-
coming part of the limitations of 2D face recognition systems [2,3].
The 3D shape of a face, usually given as a 3D point cloud, depends
on its anatomical structure. It is independent of its pose, which can
be further corrected by rigid rotations in the 3D space [4].

We consider in this paper the problem of 3D face recognition and
we design a fully automatic algorithm based on simultaneous sparse
expansions on the sphere. We first propose a preprocessing step
that registers the 3D point clouds prior to dimensionality reduction.
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It selects the facial region and registers all the faces by an accurate
automatic two-step algorithm based on an average face model (AFM)
and on the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [4]. Importantly,
the proposed registration process does not require any manual in-
tervention, contrarily to most of the existing algorithms. Registered
point clouds are then mapped on the 2-sphere1 where the spher-
ical face functions are created by nearest neighbor interpolation. If
the vector (r,�,�) denote the spherical coordinates of a 3D point of
the face i, the function si(�,�)= r defines a surface embedded in R3,
which represents a 3D face. Therefore, the mapping from a point
cloud to this surface preserves the geometry of the face, up to a small
interpolation error. This representation enables the use of spherical
signal processing techniques on the sphere, where face signals are
considered as combinations of basis functions with diverse shapes,
positions and orientations on the sphere.

The spherical face signals then undergo a dimensionality reduc-
tion step that represents each face with a reduced set of discrim-
inant features. We build a dictionary of functions on the sphere
and we select the discriminant basis functions by simultaneous
sparse approximations. The face signals are then projected onto the
resulting reduced subspace, in order to generate feature vectors.
We finally implement a recognition step where linear discriminant

1 A 2-sphere is a 2D spherical surface embedded in the 3D space. Note that a
2-sphere can be embedded in higher dimensional spaces, e.g. in R

4, since R
3 ⊂ R

4.
However, we consider R

3 in this work, as 3D faces are typically captured as point
clouds in R

3.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the 3D face recognition system.

analysis (LDA) is performed on the subspace representation of the
faces. The recognition system is illustrated in Fig. 1, where si(�,�)
denotes the spherical signal si as a function of position (�,�) on the
2-sphere, and ci is the corresponding feature vector.

The performance of the 3D face recognition system has been
evaluated on the FRGC v.1.0 data set. The proposed algorithm out-
performs solutions based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
and its kernel variants, such as kernel Fisher analysis (KFA) [35]
and generalized discriminant analysis (GDA) [36], on depth im-
ages. Our fully automatic system provides effective classification
performance that shows that 3D face recognition with spherical
representations certainly represents a promising solution for person
identification.

The paper is organized as follows. We provide an overview of the
related work in 3D face recognition in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the automatic face registration process that permits to align the 3D
points clouds before analysis. The dimensionality reduction stepwith
simultaneous sparse approximations on the sphere is presented in
Section 4 and experimental results are provided in Section 5. Section
6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

3D face recognition has attracted a lot of research efforts in the
past few decades due to the advent of new sensing technologies and
the high potential of 3D methods for building robust systems with
invariance to head pose and illumination variations. We review in
this section the most relevant work in 3D face recognition, which
can be categorized into methods using point cloud representations,
depth images, facial surface features or spherical representations re-
spectively. Further surveys of the state-of-the-art in 3D face recog-
nition can be found in [2,3].

The recognition methods that work directly on 3D point clouds
consider the data in their original representation based on spatial and
depth information. A priori registration of the point clouds is com-
monly performed by ICP algorithms [4,6]. The classification is gen-
erally based on the Hausdorff distance that permits to measure the
similarity between different point clouds [7]. Alternatively, recogni-
tion could be performed with “3D eigenfaces” that are constructed
directly from the 3D point clouds [8]. Another option is to extract ge-
ometrical cues based on eigenvalues and singular values of local co-
variance matrices defined on the neighborhood of each 3D point [9].
The main drawback of the recognition methods based on 3D point
clouds however resides in their high computational complexity that
is driven by the large size of the data.

Many recognition systems use depth or range images, where
each pixel value represents the distance from the sensor to the facial
surface. The 3D face recognition is then formulated as a problem of
dimensionality reduction for planar images. Principal component
analysis (PCA) [5] and “Eigenfaces” can be used for dimensionality

reduction [10]. The basis vectors are however typically holistic and
of global support. PCA can be combined with linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) to form “Fisherfaces” with enhanced class separabil-
ity properties [11]. Alternatively, dimensionality reduction can be
performed via variants of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
algorithms [12–14] that produce part-based decompositions of the
depth images (see e.g., [37] for a recent evaluation of the NMF
performance on 3D face recognition). Part-based decompositions
based on non-negative sparse coding [15] have recently been shown
to provide improved recognition performance compared to NMF
methods in face recognition [16]. Recent methods have proposed to
concentrate dimensionality reduction around facial landmarks like
the nose tip [17] or in multiple carefully chosen regions [18,19].
Alternatively, one could compute geodesic distances among the se-
lected fiducial points [20]. These methods however require a selec-
tion of the fiducial points or areas of interest that is often performed
manually and prevents the implementation of fully automatic
systems.

Facial surface features have also been proposed for 3D face recog-
nition. The idea of recognizing 3D faces using curvature descriptors
has been originally introduced in [21], where features are chosen to
represent both curvature and metric size properties of faces. More
recently, level sets of the depth function on range images have been
used to define sets of facial curves [22]. They are embedded in an ap-
propriately defined shape manifold and compared based on geodesic
distances. Facial curve representations provide global information
about the whole facial surface, which unfortunately does not permit
to take advantage of discriminative local features.

Finally, spherical representations have been used recently for
modelling illumination variations [23,24] or both illumination and
pose variations in face images [25]. Spherical representations permit
to efficiently represent facial surfaces and overcome the limitations
of other methods towards occlusions and partial views [27]. To the
best of our knowledge, the representation of 3D face point clouds
as spherical signals for face recognition has however not been in-
vestigated yet. We therefore propose to take benefit of the spherical
representations in order to build an effective and automatic 3D face
recognition system.

3. Automatic preprocessing of 3D face data

We propose in this section a fully automatic preprocessing
method for preparing and aligning 3D face point clouds before fea-
ture extraction and recognition. Unlike most of the algorithms in
the literature, the preprocessing step does not require any manual
intervention. This is an enormous advantage for the design of fully
automated face recognition systems. The preprocessing scheme is
based on two main tasks, respectively the extraction of the facial
region, and the registration of the 3D face. We present these tasks
in more details in the rest of the section.
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3.1. Automatic face extraction

The main purpose of the face extraction step is to remove irrele-
vant information from the 3D point clouds, such as data that corre-
spond to shoulders, or hair for example. The output of a facial scan
typically forms a 3D point cloud {X,Y , Z}, where X and Y form a uni-
form Euclidean grid and Z provides the corresponding depth values.
The point cloud is also accompanied by a binary matrix A of valid
points, which has the same resolution as the grid implied by X × Y .
The nonzero pattern of such a sample binary matrix is shown in
Fig. 2(a). There is however no guarantee that the points exclusively
correspond to face depth information, and face extraction is there-
fore necessary to ensure that the feature extraction concentrates on
capturing discriminative facial information.

The first step in face extraction consists in removing data points
on the subject's shoulders. We estimate a vertical projection curve

Fig. 2. Main steps in facial region extraction. (a) Binary matrix A; (b) after lateral
thresholding; (c) profile view; (d) after depth thresholding (profile view); (e) after
depth thresholding; (f) after morphological processing.
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Fig. 3. Average face model given as a depth map or a 3D point cloud. (a) Depth map; (b) point cloud.

from the point cloud by computing the column sum of the matrix A.
Then, we define two lateral thresholds on the left and right inflexion
points of the projection curve, and we remove all data points beyond
these thresholds, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). We further remove the
data points corresponding to the subject's chest by thresholding of
the histogram of depth values. It removes the data points with large
depth values that are typically situated behind the data correspond-
ing to frontal face information, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d).

We finally have to remove outlier points that remain in regions
disconnected from the main facial area, as shown in Fig. 2(e). We
therefore perform morphological image processing on the corre-
sponding binary matrix A, where we keep only the largest region that
typically corresponds to the facial region, as presented in Fig. 2(f).
The automatic face extraction methodology described above worked
effectively in the vast majority of facial point clouds in the database,
except for very few pathological cases of high measurement noise
that were removed from the data set, as is usually done in such cases.

3.2. Automatic face registration

After extracting the main facial region from the 3D scans, the
face signals have to be registered in order to ensure that all have
the same pose before the recognition step. The registration typically
applies rigid transformations on the 3D faces in order to align them.
We propose a two-step approach for automatic registration, where
an average face model (AFM) is first computed and later used for
accurate registration.

First, we randomly pick a training face, and we align all the faces
approximately to the sample face using the iterative closest point
(ICP) algorithm [4]. Given a model and a query point cloud, ICP com-
putes a rigid transformation, consisting of rotations and translations,
by minimizing the sum of square errors between the closest model
points and query points. After coarse registration with ICP, the face
signals are re-sampled on an equiangular grid on the sphere using
nearest neighbor interpolation. It permits to construct an AFM, by
computing at each grid point the average depth value among all
training faces (see Fig. 3). The AFM is subsequently used as refer-
ence in order to define an ellipse that contains the main facial re-
gion. Since the faces are already registered, this ellipse can be used
to crop closely all faces in the training set. The ellipse cropping step
removes all the irrelevant information that may be left over from
the previous preprocessing steps, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of ellipse cropping on depth maps and equivalent 3D point clouds. (a) Before ellipse cropping (depth map); (b) before ellipse cropping (point cloud); (c)
after ellipse cropping (depth map); (d) after ellipse cropping (point cloud).

A fine alignment of the faces can now be performed on the sig-
nals that have been cleaned from outliers. The accurate alignment
is finally obtained by running ICP one more time. The AFM is finally
used as a reference face model, and all face signals are finally regis-
tered with respect to the AFM.

4. Recognition with sparse spherical representations

4.1. Simultaneous sparse approximations

Efficient face recognition algorithms usually include a dimension-
ality reduction step, where high dimensional data are represented in
a reduced subspace. We propose to use sparse signal representation
methods for dimensionality reduction. Such methods have demon-
strated good performance in 2D face recognition [28]. They present
the advantage of capturing the main signal characteristics in a very
small set of meaningful features. These features are defined a priori
in a dictionary of functions, called atoms. This presents an interest-
ing advantage compared to classical methods such as PCA, where
feature vectors are data-dependent. When the dictionary is com-
posed of spatially localized and oriented anisotropic atoms, sparse
approximations of face signals result in a set of salient facial fea-
tures. Namely, only the atoms that best match facial characteristics
are selected. Hence, although the atoms are not data-dependent and

are defined a priori by dictionary construction, the atom selection
process is data-dependent. We give below a brief overview of sparse
approximations, and we show later how we use them for dimen-
sionality reduction on the sphere.

Let si, i = 1, . . . ,N denote a set of functions in the Hilbert space
H. Let further D= {g�, � ∈ �} denote an overcomplete dictionary of
unit L2 norm functions indexed by �, which spans the space H. A
function si has a sparse representation in D if it can be represented
in terms of a linear superposition of small set of basis functions
DI i = {g�}Ii ⊂ D. In other words, it can be expressed as si = �I ici,
where �I i denotes a matrix whose columns are atoms in DI i that
form the sparse support of the signal si. The vector ci represents the
coefficients of the linear approximation of si with atoms in DI i.

Finding the sparsest representation of a signal in a redundant
dictionary D is in general an NP-hard problem [38]. Greedy algo-
rithms like matching pursuit (MP) [29] have however been shown
to provide suboptimal yet efficient solutions in polynomial time. MP
selects iteratively the functions from the dictionary that best match
the signals si. However, we want to form a support set of atoms
that is generic with respect to all face signals si so that classification
can be performed in the corresponding subspace. Finding the sparse
support DI that is common to all signals si can be achieved by the
simultaneous MP (SMP) [30] algorithm, which only induces a small
increase of complexity compared to MP on a single signal [28]. SMP
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greedily selectsDI such that all N functions si are simultaneously ap-
proximated in the same subspace spanned by atoms in DI . In what
follows, we provide a more detailed description of the algorithm.

Denote by rki the residual of the i th signal at iteration k. Initially,
SMP sets the residual signals r0i =si, i=1, . . . ,N. At each iteration k, the
atom in the dictionary D that best matches all the residual signals
is selected. In other words, SMP greedily selects the best matching
atom g�k ∈ D by solving a simple optimization problem

�k = argmax
�∈�

N∑
i=1

|〈rki , g�〉|. (1)

The algorithm then updates all the residual signals

rk+1
i = rki − �k

i g�k , i = 1, . . . ,N (2)

where �k
i = 〈rki , g�k 〉. The above step subtracts the contribution of

the selected atom g�k from all residual signals. The atom selection
procedure is repeated iteratively on the updated residuals. The main
steps of the SMP algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The SMP algorithm

1: Input: {s1, . . . , sN}: set of signals, K: number of atoms
2: Output: �I: selected atoms
3: Initialization: r0i = si, �I = [ ], k = 1
4: Main iteration
5: Find index �k which solves the optimization problem

�k = arg max�∈�
∑N

i=1|〈rki , g�〉|
6: Augment �I = [�I , g�k ]
7: Update the residual signals

�k
i = 〈rki , g�k 〉, i = 1, . . . ,N

rk+1
i = rki − �k

i g�k , i = 1, . . . ,N.
8: if k = K then
9: stop
10: else
11: increment iteration k = k + 1, and go to step (5)
12: end if

SMP results in the extraction of K atoms that can be used for
representing all signals by linear combination. Each signal can be re-
written as si =�Ici, where �I denotes the matrix whose columns are
the atoms in the common sparse support DI ⊂ D. A few iterations
are typically sufficient to capture most of the energy of the face
signals to be approximated.

4.2. Spherical subspace selection with SMP

We propose to perform dimensionality reduction on the sphere
for the classification of 3D faces. We therefore project the 3D point
cloud onto the unit sphere S2, and we then select a subspace that
spans these functions on S2. Since faces are typically star-shaped ob-
jects, spherical projection preserves the face geometry information,
while reducing the classification complexity by mapping a 3D sig-
nal to a 2D spherical signal. Each face, given by a 3D point cloud
{pn} = {(xn, yn, zn)} is, therefore, represented as a spherical function
si(�,�)= r sampled at points {(rn,�n,�n)}. These points are obtained
by transforming Euclidean coordinates from the point cloud to spher-
ical coordinates given by (�,�) that represent the elevation and az-
imuth angles.

Denote as L2(S2) the set of all square-integrable functions on
S2 i.e., the set of all functions on S2 with finite norm. Since we
represent 3D faces as functions in L2(S2), we can use the SMP to select
a subspace of spherical atoms as a dimensionality reduction step.
We use a spherical dictionary proposed in [31], where the atoms

are created by applying local geometric transforms to a generation
function g(�,�) defined on the sphere. Local transforms include the
atom motion (	, 
), rotation �, and anisotropic scaling by two scales
(�,) in orthogonal directions. Motion and rotation are realized using
a rotation in SO(3), which is the group of all rotations about the origin
of 3D Euclidean space R3. Five transform parameters form the atom
index � = (	, 
,�,�,) ∈ �, and the redundant dictionary is finally
constructed by applying a large set of different transformations �'s
to the generating function g. A detailed explanation of the dictionary
construction is given in [31]. An example of the generating function
is a 2-D Gaussian function in L2(S2), given by

g(�,�) = exp
(

−tan2 �
2

)
. (3)

The function in Eq. (3) represents an isotropic Gaussian function,
centered at the North Pole. In Fig. 5 we show a few sample Gaussian
atoms that are constructed by applying different local transforms to
the generating function in Eq. (3).

Equipped with the spherical dictionary, we can directly apply
the SMP presented above in order to find the common support of
the spherical faces, where the inner product between two spherical
functions f = f (�,�) and g = g(�,�) is given by

〈f , g〉 =
∫
�

∫
�
f (�,�)g(�,�) sin�d�d�. (4)

In the following, we refer to this special case of SMP for spheri-
cal signals using the dictionary defined on the sphere, as simultane-
ous spherical matching pursuit (SSMP). Fig. 6 shows a 3D face in the
spherical domain and its approximation with a few Gaussian atoms.

4.3. Recognition on the sphere

The algorithm for recognition of 3D faces on the sphere is finally
illustrated in Fig. 7. The first step performs dimensionality reduction,
by projecting the spherical signals on the subspace spanned by the
selected atoms i.e., span{DI}, as described above. If we denote the set
of face signals by S = [s1, . . . , sN], SSMP performs dimensionality re-
duction by greedily selecting a set of K basis vectorsDI={g�1 , . . . , g�K }
from the dictionary D, such that all spherical faces are simultane-
ously approximated as

S ≈ �I · C. (5)

The matrix C ∈ RK×N holds the coefficient vectors (in its columns)
and the matrix �I = [g�1 , . . . , g�K ] gathers the basis vectors selected
in D.

The matching is performed by comparing the coefficient vectors
C, which represent the lower dimensional data samples. The recog-
nition is performed by nearest neighbor classification. We iteratively
compute the coefficients ct of the test face signal st on the sub-
dictionaryDI . The classification is then performed by computing the
l1 distance between ct and any coefficient vector ci corresponding to
the training signals

d(ct , ci) =
K∑
j=1

|ct(j) − ci(j)|. (6)

The class of the test signal is finally given by the class of the signal
si that leads to the smallest distance d(ct , ci) between the coefficient
vectors. The choice of the l1 distance metric is mostly empiric as
it leads to superior classification performance compared to other
metrics.

Although the coefficient vector conveys quite discriminative in-
formation about face signals, the class separability of the coefficient
vectors in the reduced space could yet be improved by performing
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Fig. 5. Gaussian atoms on the sphere.

Fig. 6. A spherical face (rightmost panel) and its progressive approximation (panels (a)–(d)) from the common support consisting of Gaussian atoms. (a) 50 atoms; (b) 100
atoms; (c) 150 atoms; (d) 200 atoms; (e) original.
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the recognition process.

an optional linear discriminant analysis (LDA) step before matching.
LDA exploits the class labels information of the training samples in
order to enhance the discriminant properties of the coefficient vec-
tors. It introduces supervision in the recognition process and permits
to build a new set of coefficient vectors C̃ = CW where the weights
W are chosen to optimize the ratio of between-class variance and
within-class variance for training data [11]. The same classification
method can then be used for the coefficients C̃ modified by LDA.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Experimental setup

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms in both recognition and verification scenarios. For our
evaluation, we use the UND (University of Notre Dame) Biometric
database [32,33], also known as FRGC v.1.0 database. It contains 953
facial images of 277 subjects, where each subject has between one
and eight scans. Each facial scan is provided in the form of a 3D point
cloud, along with a corresponding binary matrix of valid points. The
number of vertices in a point cloud typically varies between 30,000
and 40,000.

We defined several test configurations for our experimental eval-
uation. Each configuration is characterized by the number of sam-
ples per subject that form the training set. For each configuration Ti,
we keep only the subjects from the database that have at least i+ 1
samples, and we use i training samples per class (randomly chosen),
while assigning the rest to the test set. The subjects that have only
one facial scan cannot be used in the recognition tests. Table 1 sum-
marizes the test configurations and their main characteristics.

SSMP implementation. For the dictionary construction in SSMP-
based methods, we have used the 2D Gaussian on the sphere (see

Table 1
Test configurations and their characteristics.

Test configuration i Number of subjects Training set Test set

T1 1 200 200 673
T2 2 166 332 474
T3 3 121 363 308
T4 4 86 344 187

Eq. (3)) as the generating function. The atom indexes � that define
the dictionary have to take discrete values in practice. We use here a
discretization of the dictionary as in [31], mostly built on empirical
choices for atom parameter values. The position parameters, 	 and 

are uniformly distributed on the interval [0,�], and [−�,�), respec-
tively, with equal resolution of 128 points. The rotation parameter �
is uniformly sampled on the interval [−�,�), with the same resolu-
tion as 	 and 
. This choice is mostly due to the use of fast computa-
tion methods for the correlation on SO(3) in SSMP. In particular, we
used the SpharmonicKit library,2 which is part of the YAW toolbox.3

Finally, scaling parameters are distributed in a logarithmic manner,
from 1 to half of the resolution of 	 and 
, with a granularity of one
third of octave. The largest atom covers half of the sphere.

An interpolation step is also necessary on the input signal, in order
to enable the use of fast computation methods. These require the
spherical data to be sampled on an equiangular (�,�) grid, defined as

G =
{
(�i,�j),�i =

(2i + 1)�
2N�

and �j =
j2�
N�

}
, (7)

2 http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/∼geelong/sphere/
3 http://fyma.fyma.ucl.ac.be/projects/yawtb/
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where i=0, . . . ,N� −1 and j=0, . . . ,N� −1. Since 3D face point clouds
are projected as scattered data on the sphere, an interpolation step is
necessary. For its simplicity we use k-nearest neighbor interpolation,
where the value on each spherical grid point (�i,�j) is computed as
an average of its k nearest neighbors.We have used k=4 that resulted
in a reasonable compromise between noise reduction and smoothing.
The spherical grid resolution is set to N� = 128, N� = 128, which
gives the satisfying resolution and smoothness of the spherical faces.
Note finally that, for the sake of computational ease, dimensionality
reduction with SSMP is performed off-line, using only one training
face per subject. The resulting subspace is then used for projecting
both training and test samples.

Virtual faces. The size of the training set is important in determin-
ing the classification performance. We propose to enrich the training
set with virtual faces (see e.g., [34] and references therein). These are
faces that are artificially generated by slight variations of the orig-
inal training faces. They are given the corresponding class labels of
the training face they originate from, and they are treated as training
samples. The use of virtual faces is motivated by two main reasons:
(i) they compensate for small registration errors (recall that our reg-
istration process is fully automatic and it is expected to contain a
few registration errors) and (ii) by augmenting the training set, they
may contribute to the performance of sample-based methods (e.g.,
LDA) that can benefit from large sample sets. Note that the virtual
faces do not introduce any new information to the training set, since
they are synthetically generated by the original training faces. For
computational convenience, we construct them by one-pixel trans-
lations in all directions on the sphere. Thus, each training face gen-
erates eight virtual faces. Note finally that virtual faces are used only
in the SSMP + LDA method.

5.2. Recognition results

We show now experimental results in the recognition scenario.
We compare our algorithms with PCA and LDA on depth images
that have undergone the same preprocessing step as the data used
in the SSMP algorithm. PCA and LDA are well known methods that
are typically used as baseline algorithms for comparisons in 3D face
recognition. We should note in passing that what we denote by LDA
in this paper is essentially PCA followed by LDA.

For the sake of completeness, we include in our comparisons of
this section some advanced kernel methods, namely kernel Fisher
analysis (KFA) [35] and generalized discriminant analysis (GDA) [36]
that are two distinct kernel variants of LDA. In particular, KFA was
proposed in order to address the numerical problems of GDA, by in-
cluding a regularization term in the induced generalized eigenvalue
problem in the nonlinear feature space (see [35] for more details).
In both GDA and KFA, we use a polynomial kernel k(x, y) = (x	y)d,
where d is set to its best value, which has been experimentally found
to be d = 3 for both methods. In KFA, the regularization term is set
to � = 0.001.

In all LDA-related methods (i.e., SSMP + LDA, PCA + LDA, GDA,
KFA), the number of extracted features K cannot be larger than c−1.
For this reason in our experiments, K is set to the minimum of K
and c − 1, where c is the number of classes (i.e., subjects). Finally,
we should mention that virtual faces are used in the SSMP + LDA
method in configurations T1, T2 and T3 only, since they correspond
to small training sets. Notice finally that LDA, KFA and GDA are not
applicable in T1, since there is only one training sample per class.
However, this is not the case with SSMP+LDA thanks to the inclusion
of virtual faces.

Fig. 8 shows for each configuration the average classification er-
ror rate of all methods, computed over 10 random splits of the data
set into training and test sets. The corresponding standard deviations
are reported in Table 2, which also includes the performance statis-

tics of the NN classifier with the Euclidean distance between depth
images (EUC) and themean square error between spherical functions
(MSE).

Notice the remarkable improvement introduced by the employ-
ment of spherical functions for facial representation. This is evident
from the fact that the recognition performance of nearest neighbor
classification with mean square error (MSE) between spherical sig-
nals, outperforms that of Euclidean distances between depth images
(EUC). This provides also the main motivation for working on the
sphere. Based on this observation, it seems reasonable that our SSMP
algorithm outperforms PCA in all configurations.

Observe also that the performance of KFA is superior to that of
GDA, as expected. However, they both achieve lower performance
than our SSMP + LDA method, which is the best performer. In T2,
SSMP reaches an averaged recognition performance of 76%, while
SSMP + LDA reaches 93.2%. The latter goes to 98.5% in T4 (although
no virtual faces have been used for this particular configuration).
The maximum recognition rate, 100% is even reached in some of the
experiments in T4.

5.3. Verification results

We consider now the verification scenario, where the test subject
claims an identity and the system has to either accept or reject this
claim. If the identity is the correct one, then the test subject is called
a client; otherwise, it is called an impostor. In systems that output a
confidence score about the test subject, a hard decision (i.e., accept
or reject) is typically reached according to a threshold value. We
report the verification performances in terms of receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves, which show the fluctuation of the true
positive rate (TPR) versus the false positive rate (FPR) across all values
of the threshold. For the computation of the ROC curve we consider
every possible pair of subject and claimed identity.

In our experimental setup, we use the dimensions that yields
the best performance, which corresponds to 200 atoms in SSMP and
100 dimensions in PCA. In SSMP+ LDA we use virtual faces only for
configurations T1 and T2. Fig. 9 shows the average ROC curves over 10
random experiments for all configurations. Observe again that SSMP
consistently outperforms PCA in all configurations and SSMP + LDA
stays the best performer.

5.4. Experiments with non-overlapping subject sets

In our experiments so far, faces from all subjects are randomly
split into training and test sets. This implies that the same set of
subjects are used for both training and testing. However, most person
identification systems in practice are highly dynamic, as new subjects
are often added in the system. In such a context, one may not want
to re-train the system for every new subject, due to complexity and
time constraints. Hence, it is rather important for an algorithm to be
able to generalize well to unseen subjects.

For this reason, we consider now the case where the subject sets
used for training and testing are completely disjoint. In particular,
we split the whole UND database of 200 subjects into two groups:
(i) subjects that have more than four samples, and (ii) subjects that
have from 2 to 4 samples. The first group consists of 531 images of
86 subjects and it is used to train the algorithms. The second group
consists of 342 images of 114 subjects and it is used to measure the
recognition performances. In this setup, the subjects of the second
group are completely unknown to the algorithms.

In the training phase, the subjects of the first group are used to
obtain the set of basis vectors. In the testing phase, we split the
faces of the second group into gallery and test sets and we project
them all in the set of basis vectors that has been obtained in the
training phase. For each class (i.e., subject), we assign one face (ran-
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Fig. 8. Rank-1 recognition results: average classification error rate versus the dimension of the subspace. (a) Test configuration T1; (b) test configuration T2; (c) test
configuration T3; (d) Test configuration T4.

Table 2
Summary of recognition performance (in terms of classification error rate (%)) statistics (see also Fig. 8).

K EUC MSE PCA LDA KFA GDA SSMP SSMP + LDA

Test configuration T1
50 63.2 ± 4.2 46.5 ± 2.7 59.2 ± 1.4 – – – 53.6 ± 1.3 43.6 ± 1.7
100 58.8 ± 1.3 – – – 45.6 ± 1.6 37.9 ± 1.4
150 58.9 ± 1.2 – – – 42.2 ± 1.5 36.4 ± 1.4
200 58.8 ± 1.1 – – – 41 ± 1.3 35.9 ± 1.5

Test configuration T2
50 46.2 ± 3.7 33.5 ± 2.4 44.6 ± 2.0 30.7 ± 1.9 40.1 ± 5.4 77.3 ± 6.3 36.8 ± 1.6 8.9 ± 1.4
100 43.1 ± 1.8 32.3 ± 2.5 41.5 ± 4.6 69.5 ± 8.5 28.7 ± 1.5 7.5 ± 1.7
150 43.6 ± 2.0 39.5 ± 4.0 42.1 ± 4.3 64.1 ± 8.0 25.4 ± 1.4 7.3 ± 1.5
200 44 ± 2.1 47 ± 2.4 42.2 ± 4.3 59 ± 7.2 24.2 ± 1.5 6.8 ± 1.3

Test configuration T3
50 36.4 ± 3.8 19.1 ± 3.1 33 ± 1.8 23.7 ± 1.9 27.2 ± 6.1 61.3 ± 9.5 25.3 ± 1.1 4.6 ± 0.51
100 31.9 ± 2.1 19.8 ± 1.9 27.8 ± 5.7 40.6 ± 8.7 18.7 ± 1.5 4 ± 0.68
150 32 ± 2.3 20.5 ± 2.0 27.8 ± 5.9 40.3 ± 10.3 16.2 ± 1.7 3.9 ± 0.55
200 32.4 ± 2.2 – – – 15 ± 1.7 –

Test configuration T4
50 27.8 ± 3.4 13.9 ± 3.7 24 ± 2.7 12.7 ± 1.7 14.8 ± 5.3 34.1 ± 3.8 18.8 ± 2.1 1.5 ± 0.91
100 22.3 ± 3.1 11.4 ± 1.4 15.1 ± 5.1 26.6 ± 4.1 12.5 ± 1.6 1.7 ± 1.4
150 23.4 ± 2.9 – – – 10.8 ± 1.5 –
200 23.8 ± 3.2 – – – 9.1 ± 1.7 –

Results are reported in mean ± std format.

domly chosen) to the gallery set, and the rest of faces are assigned
to the test set. Recognition is done in the reduced space with NN
classification.

Fig. 10 shows the average performances over 10 random experi-
ments of all methods using the aforementioned experimental setup.
The corresponding standard deviations are shown in Table 3. The
recognition rate of the proposed SSMP+LDA solution reaches 84.6%.
Thus, the proposed approach seems to generalize well to unseen

faces and it certainly represents a promising solution for person iden-
tification in highly dynamic environments where new subjects are
continuously introduced in the system.

5.5. Discussion

It is worth noting that supervised versions of SSMP could be
also used [28]. The idea would be then to select the atoms from
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Fig. 9. Verification performance in terms of ROC curves. (a) Test configuration T1; (b) test configuration T2; (c) test configuration T3; (d) test configuration T4.
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Fig. 10. Rank-1 recognition rate versus number of features used in the non-over-
lapping recognition experiment.

the dictionary according to discriminative criteria. However, in
the proposed scheme the supervision information is already taken
into account in the LDA postprocessing step, and prior experience
has shown that this suffices, when predefined dictionaries are
used.

Note also that the importance of each region of the face in terms of
recognition performance is certainly not uniform [18]. Although the

Table 3
Summary of recognition performance (in terms of classification error rate (%))
statistics in the non-overlapping experiment (see also Fig. 10).

K PCA LDA SSMP SSMP + LDA

50 61.4 ± 1.7 51.7 ± 1.2 55.5 ± 2.6 25.2 ± 1.2
100 59.5 ± 1.4 43 ± 1.9 48.7 ± 2.4 19.5 ± 1.1
150 59 ± 1.1 40.4 ± 1.0 45.6 ± 2.0 15.4 ± 1.5
200 58.9 ± 1.1 – 44.8 ± 2.1 –

Results are reported in mean ± std format.

selection of such regions is typically performed manually and may
be sensitive to the testing conditions, one possible approach to take
advantage of this observation could be to group the features selected
by SSMP into regions by clustering on the sphere, do a classification
per region and then fuse the results (e.g., by majority voting). Such
an approach however requires a sufficient number of atoms in each
area, and the performance of such a region-based classifier has not
been convincing.

We should also mention that the proposed dimensionality reduc-
tion scheme is generic and simple extensions could be proposed to
make the classification more sensitive to some specific areas. For ex-
ample, the SSMP scheme can easily be adapted to give priorities to
regions of high interest such as the nose or the eyes. Such a prioriti-
zation can be achieved by giving proper weights to atoms located in
different areas, in order to force the dimensionality reduction step
to select features in areas that are expected to be more discrim-
inative. This however goes along the lines of supervised versions
of SSMP mentioned above with the main difference that discrim-
inative capability in this case is mostly defined in a region-based
way.
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Note finally that one may conceptually relate the framework of
sparse representations with the bag-of-features approach (see e.g.,
[39]) that has been extensively used in the context of content-based
image classification. The main idea is to sample a set of local im-
age patches, to evaluate a visual descriptor on each patch and then
to convert the distribution of descriptors into a histogram of votes
(e.g., by vector quantization against a predefined codebook of cen-
troids). The resulting histogram of votes can be viewed as a global
descriptor of the image and subsequently used as a feature vector
in a standard classifier. However, such an approach is mostly ap-
propriate for problems with a large within-class variability, such as
content-based image classification. On the contrary, the variability
of 3D faces is more restricted and this allows for the development of
more discriminant methods like ours, which are able to exploit the
special structure of the faces.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed a methodology for 3D face recognition based
on spherical sparse representations. First, we have introduced a
fully automatic process for extraction, preprocessing and registra-
tion of facial information in 3D point clouds. Next, we have pro-
posed to convert faces from point clouds to spherical signals. Sparse
spherical representation of faces permits effective dimensionality
reduction through simultaneous sparse approximations. The dimen-
sionality reduction step preserves the geometry information, which
in turn leads to high performance matching in the reduced space. We
provide ample experimental evidence that indicates the advantages
of the proposed approach over state-of-the-art methods working on
depth images.
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